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That moment is coming again
where everything kinda stops
where colors are hidden by a blanket of white
where I feel like a child again
where nature becomes quiet
in the mountains not much has changed
it's where I feel the most freedom
this is a "snow life"
my life
so lucky
Snow, my greatest teacher
thank you Snow for covering everything in white
making the world quiet and the love inside my heart grow

thank you Snow for keeping me young inside
I will never stop looking for your white coat
let’s go!

then, that moment arrived when you killed
I never dreamed you could hurt me so much
why? why Snow?
you brought so much pain

but after some time the love came back
I know no stronger relationship
I forgive you and without asking any questions
I come back to you

I don’t need much to be happy
I realized this when everything was lost
I stayed home, with my closest friends
where we enjoyed the simple things in life
we discovered that while living at such a hectic pace
we were often missing out on the real beauty in life
I still have so much to see
but behind my house there is often snow

Ciuhui, Too cool!!
let's all go skiing behind the house!

what kind of winter was it..?



is it already over?
it was very busy and tiresome
but in the end it ended too quickly
a year has passed since last spring
and I feel a bit grown up
the world changed and sometimes I feel like crying
my love for skiing has lessened
I don’t understand what happened there
but in the end I was wrong
because not much has changed in the mountains
where we can be
where we don’t need a teacher
thank you for this beautiful gift
where I definitely don’t need an opinion
on how I should live my life

now an other winter has passed
and what did I get from it?
a whole life looking for snow
and I never got bored
one could ask the meaning of always wanting to go to the 
mountains
looking for what? looking for our selfs
In the mountains I got to know myself
I learned to look after myself  and learned to breathe 
properly
in the snow I have found peace
and the forest calms me down
a calm feeling that I carry with me in my everyday life
thanks to the mountains
I grew up stronger
but remained like a kid
we always think we need material things
but we have everything necessary if we listen to nature
life is beautiful in the simplicity of being

and so one last Thank You from the heart
knowing that if I leave this world
there will be no regrets
because I will always love LIFE


